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Abstract: Climate change and accelerated urbanization have posed severe challenges to urban
development, resulting in a growing series of climate and environmental problems that have
a significant impact on industrial production and urban life. In a developing country such as
China, more than 57% of the population lives in urban areas. It is vital for these cities to adapt to
climate-induced risks. A better understanding of how to improve adaptive capacity could enhance
the ability to achieve a desirable state when the city experiences stress. This paper used an integrated
approach for evaluating the urban adaptive capacity to climate change. It developed the evaluation
index system of urban adaptive capacity (UAC) based on the driver–pressure–state–impact–response
model (DPSIR), and adopted grey relational analysis (GRA) and the entropy method to analyze
the level of UAC in Changsha, the capital city of Hunan Province, from 2006 to 2015. The results
revealed that the UAC of Changsha showed a significant increase from 2006 to 2015. Among the five
first-grade indicators, the response dimension had the greatest influence on the improvement of UAC.
The study may provide suggestions for adaptive capacity building and sustainable development in
other urban areas.
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1. Introduction

Climate change and accelerated urbanization have posed severe challenges to urban development,
resulting in a growing series of climate and environmental problems that have significant impacts
on industrial production and urban life. It is expected that most urban growth will be concentrated
in the developing world, with the urban population rising from 47% in 2011 to 67% in 2050 [1]. In a
developing country such as China, 57.35% of the population lives in urban areas. The concentration of
human, financial and manufactured capital makes cities especially vulnerable to climate change [2,3].
Due to their heavy reliance on lifeline systems such as transportation and water supply and power
systems, cities are particularly threatened by climate change [4]. Climate change could exert pressure
on existing problems in urban areas. Vulnerability to environmental change exists not only in physical
or ecological systems, but also in its social–economic interactions [5–7]. For instance, high population
density increases urban demand for water, leading to water stress, especially in the period of drought.
In the 21st century, the expansion of urban scale and population agglomeration had amplification
effects on extreme weather and climate disasters in China [8]. It is vital for these cities to adapt to
climate-induced risks. A better understanding of how to improve adaptive capacity could enhance the
ability to achieve a desirable state when a city experiences climate stress.

Scholars and policymakers have not reached a consensus on the definition of the term ‘adaptive
capacity’ [9,10]. This notion derives from natural sciences, particularly evolutionary biology. Adaptive
capacity plays an important role in sustainability and global change research. The IPCC (2014) defines
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adaptive capacity (AC) as “the ability of systems, institutions, humans, and other organisms to adjust
to potential damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to respond to consequences” [11]. It is often
considered to be a critical theoretical foundation for planning adaptations or reducing vulnerability to
achieve sustainable development in the context of climate change. In the field of global science, relevant
concepts including adaptive capacity, vulnerability, resilience have been explored widely. However,
the relationship between these three concepts is still not well articulated [12]. Engle (2011) argued that
two concepts of vulnerability and resilience are uniquely linked through adaptive capacity, which is
integral to both the vulnerability and resilience frameworks as shown in Figure 1 [13]. This may help us
understand the pivotal role of adaptive capacity in the global change science. While the concept remains
contested, it is widely accepted that the enhancement of adaptive capacity reduces vulnerabilities and
fosters resilience, thereby achieving sustainable development [14–16]. As an inherent characteristic
of a system, adaptive capacity enables the system to adjust to climate change (including climate
variability and extremes), to moderate potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to
cope with the consequences [17]. Inspired by resilience theory, some scholars presented proactive
adaptation [18], which suggests the system moves into a new state, in spite of returning to a previous
state. This perspective has been adopted in practice. For example, instead of striving for exploiting
resources, promoting low-carbon economic development through tourism has been proven to be an
effective transformation for resources-exhausted cities in China [19]. In conclusion, a system needs to
adjust itself to change to return to initial stability, even achieve reorganization and renewal. Therefore,
for urban areas, adaptive capacity refers to the ability of the urban system to respond to change and
maintain its basic function, even transform itself. An urban system with more adaptive capacity has
a greater chance to be resilient in the face of climate stress. As a result, it is of significance to assess
urban adaptive capacity (UAC), which can foster positive real-world action that enhances the adaptive
ability of a given system [20].

An increasing number of works have discussed the issue of adaptive capacity to climate
change. This has varied from sectoral researches(e.g., for the European forest [21] and the Western
Australian agriculture [22], fisheries [23], non-profit organizations [24] to different spatial scales studies
(e.g., for the nation [25,26], river basins [27], municipality [28], community [29,30], individual [31]).
It is noted that adaptive capacity can be generic or specific [32,33]. The generic indicators reflect a
kind of comprehensive ability represented by education, income and health while the latter refers
to the ability to respond to some particular climate risks such as floods or droughts. Within this
study, we focus on the former. Furthermore, adaptive capacity is “an aggregated condition” [34,35].
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Third Assessment Report therefore identified
several determinants of adaptive capacity [35]. In particular, there is a growing body of research on
urban areas. For instance, Acosta et al. [36] (2013) constructed an index based on three components:
awareness, ability and action for the European region. Later this was adopted in other studies (Greiving,
2011; Juhola et al., 2012) [37,38]. Pelling [39] used the adaptive cycle theory to analyze the adaptive
capacity in two Mexican urban centers. Xie et al. [40] analyzed the adaptive capacity of 16 districts in
Beijing. Jin [41] explored the regional discrepancy of coping capacity in China. It is fair to say these
efforts have great implications for future studies.

In summary, existing research mainly either established index system in terms of social, economic
and ecological dimensions, through the single index or efficiency measurement, or focused on one
specific sector in the urban context, thereby being reluctant to comprehensively evaluate the complex
situation of urban adaptive capacity. Adaptation is a complex social phenomenon in which climate
risk is negotiated and acted upon in diverse social and environmental contexts [42]. One widely
acknowledged lesson is that adaptations are rarely undertaken in response to climate change effects
alone [43]. They could be “highly context and actor specific” [44]. In addition, adaptation strategies
can range from short-term to longer-term activities [45]. Moreover, a city is a complex social-ecological
system [46–49], which needs a systems approach to gain insights [50]. Thus, we consider a framework
to support dynamic analysis of this complex coupled system. As a result, this paper establishes a
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comprehensive index system based on the driver–pressure–state–impact–response framework (DPSIR)
as shown in Figure 2 [51]. The framework is regarded as a powerful tool that can provide a structural
examination and present the indicators needed to support feedback for policy decisions [52]. The city
is also a grey system for which information is partly uncertain [53,54]. Hence, both grey relational
analysis (GRA) and the entropy method also have been adopted in this study. Grey relational analysis
is derived from grey system theory, which provides a simple method to analyze systems, even if the
information is incomplete or uncertain. However, shortcomings of the GRA have been confirmed
such as a tendency controlled by a relation measure value of a certain point, and information lost [55].
Therefore, in order to embody the characteristics of each relation measure value, each indicator
needs to be given a certain weight. As an objective weighting method, the entropy method was
introduced to ensure objectivity and fully consider the information provided by the evaluation index.
Based on this, many scholars have combined entropy weight theory with the grey relation method
to carry out research. This integrated approach has been adopted in the research field of urban
ecosystems [56], land quality [57] and air quality [58], and is recognized as an efficient method to
explore environment-related issues.

The objectives of the study are: (1) to propose a comprehensive evaluation method of UAC; (2) to
reveal dynamic trends in the development of UAC in Changsha; and (3) to provide references for more
rational decisions in urban climate change adaptation. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 describes the method and study area; Section 3 presents results and discussions;
and the conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
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2. Study Area and Method

2.1. Study Area

Changsha was chosen as the case study for this research for two reasons. First, it plays an
important role in the node cities of the Yangtze River and its economic belt. For Changsha, adapting to
climate change is of great significance for achieving regional sustainable development. Second, great
progress had been made in ecological development including conserving resources and protecting the
environment. It is rational to explore this successful experience, which is of great significance to the
practices of climate adaptation in other cities.

Changsha is located in the mid-eastern part of Hunan Province, which lies between 111◦53′

and −114◦15′ E and 27◦51′ and 28◦44′ N, as shown in Figure 3. The land area is 118,190 km2,
of which 1909.86 square kilometers are urban. The area is a continental subtropical seasonal humid
climate with an annual average temperature of 17.2 degrees Celsius and average annual rainfall of
1361.6 mm. The city is not only the economic core growth pole, but also the model of sustainable
development in Hunan. In 2017, the total GDP of Changsha was 10,535.51 billion yuan, an increase
of 9% compared with that of last year, accounting for 30.5% of total GDP in Hunan. With economic
development, the issue of environment has been paid greater attention in this area. In December
2007, the Changsha–Zhuzhou–Xiangtan urban agglomeration was approved by the State Council
as a comprehensive pilot zone for building a “Two-Oriented” society (resource-conserving and
environment-friendly). “Two-Oriented” society requires the development of “decoupling” between
energy consumption and pollution discharge, which also calls for the coordination of the social
economy, population, resources and environment. A great number of initiatives and projects were
initiated to promote urban ecological quality and the built environment. In 2016, Changsha City was
named the “2016 China Sustainable City”. It can be regarded as an encouraging achievement in the
initial period.

However, the challenges that climate change pose to Changsha need to be addressed seriously.
On the one hand, average climate conditions such as temperature, precipitation and humidity are
confirmed in Changsha as shown in Table 1. It was found that the temperature in Changsha has shown a
rising trend during the last 56 years, which has been particularly obvious in the last 20 years [59]. On the
other hand, the frequency, intensity and severity of climate extremes are increasing [60,61]. Rainstorm
and heatwaves are the two major environmental problems cities face currently. A study of Changsha
revealed that the number of torrential rain days has increased in the last 35 years [62]. Other research
indicated the frequency and intensity of heatwaves show a stepwise variation characteristic in the last
64 years, and after 2000, have been increasing significantly; the intensity is also strengthening [63].
Expenditure on natural disaster relief in Hunan shows an increasing trend as shown in Figure 4 except
for 1998 (in 1998, Xiangjiang River in Changsha reached a record of 39.18 meters set by a massive flood,
while it reached a record of 39.51 m in 2017), which may be empirical evidence attesting to the severity
of the climate extremes.

Table 1. Inter-decadal climate trend variation in Changsha.

Year

Average
Minimum

Temperature/◦C
*10a−1

Average
Maximum

Temperature/◦C
*10a−1

Average
Temperature/◦C

*10a−1

Average
Minimum

Temperature/◦C
*10a−1

Extreme
Maximum

Temperature/◦C
*10a−1

Precipitation/min
*10a−1

Relative
Humidity/%

*10a−1

1959–1958 −0.23 −0.37 −0.30 −1.20 −0.27 6.96 2.89 **
1979–1998 0.09 0.17 0.19 0.64 −0.01 199.30 ** 0.07
1999–2014 0.92 ** 0.60 0.76 ** 0.79 0.67 −119.75 −8.21 **
1959–2014 0.25 ** 0.19 * 0.23 ** 0.42 * 0.13 9.30 −1.24 **

NOTE: “*”and “**” refers to the different significance at 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively. Source: Adapted from
Luo and Yu (2017).
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2.2. Index System and Data Collection

The establishment of an evaluation index system for UAC is a key issue in the study of urban
climate change adaptation. This article develops an index system based on the DPSIR framework.
It is a framework developed by the European Environmental Agency (EEA), aiming to explore the
interactions between human society and the ecological environment [64]. This model has been verified
as having an advantage in comprehending the cause and persistence of environmental problems [65].
It is generally accepted that the city is a complex adaptive system coupled with a social and ecological
system [50,66,67]. As the largest interface between man and nature, the city needs to tackle a series of
challenges, from social to environmental aspects. One promise of this analytical framework is that it can
help to understand the dynamic structure of the complex system and connect conceptual explorations
across social and natural sciences [68–70]. The driving forces mainly result from people’s needs for
food, water and land. Hence, such a framework normally refers to human social–economic activities,
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which will put pressure on the environment. The pressures are the effects on the surrounding resources
and environment as a result of production and consumption activities/processes. Consecutively,
the pressures lead to changes in the state of the environment, which is understood as the environmental
quality in relation to physical, biological and chemical conditions. The changes induce environmental
or economic impacts on human systems or on ecosystems. Responses from society or policymakers
mean taking a series of institutional, economic and administrative measures to minimize these impacts.

Based on principles that are scientific, representative, objective, dynamic and feasible, this paper
selects five first-grade indicators in terms of Driver, Pressure, State, Impact, Response, including
33 second-grade indicators to evaluate the urban adaptive capacity to climate change in Changsha
(Table 2). The index of Driver includes rate of population growth, rate of urbanization and rate of GDP
growth. These three indicators reflect the need for urban development, which are the potential cause of
the change in the urban environment. The Pressure dimension includes seven second-grade indicators:
x4 ∼ x7 reflect the pressure exerted by human’s production/consumption activities. Changes in
land use are represented by built-up area and urban construction land-use areas. Population density
is considered to be a pressure on traffic, housing and other social-ecological resources. The State
indicator includes eight secondary indexes: these selected indicators reflect the state of the ecological
environment such as percent of air quality days, per capita water availability, green area coverage rate
in a developed area, per capita cultivated area, and area of natural reserves. Taking the area of natural
reserves as an example, this is built for coordinating the relationship between human and nature, which
ensures reasonable and orderly spatial development in urban area. In addition, economic conditions
are represented by the proportion of the added value of tertiary industry in GDP and the customer price
index. The Impact indicator consists of seven secondary indexes: the economic impact is represented
by four indicators including income of urban households, per capita total retail sales of consumer
goods, rate of unemployment, and household savings deposits. As for physical impact, two indicators
are considered such as Total floor space of dilapidated buildings at year-end and per capita floor
space of residential buildings. Output of grain reflects the impact on the food supply. The Response
indicator consists of eight secondary indexes: the level of urban educational development could
contribute to climate adaptation, which is represented by the number of students in higher education.
Economic resources, fixed assets and financial funds are an important part of the evaluation of adaptive
capacity [71], which are represented by environmental protection expenditure, and public budget
expenditure. Technology and basic infrastructure are considered important factors enhancing the
adaptive capacity to climate change. A total of five typical indictors are selected including ratio of
waste water treatment by sewage disposal, percentage of solid wastes utilized, number of beds per
person, number of mobile telephone users at the year-end, number of internet users.

The required data came from the Hunan Statistics Yearbook, the China Urban Statistical Yearbook,
the China Urban Construction Statistics Yearbook, the Statistical Bulletin of National Economy and
Social Development, and the Water Resources Bulletin (Hunan Statistics Bureau, 2006–2015).
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Table 2. Index system used for evaluation of urban adaptive capacity (UAC).

Target Dimension Index Effect

Urban adaptive capacity
to climate change

Driver
Rate of population growth (%) x1 +
Rate of urbanization (%) x2 +
Rate of GDP growth (%) x3 +

Pressure

Energy consumption per unit of GDP (ton of SCE/10,000 yuan) x4 −
Electricity consumption per unit of GDP (Kwh/10,000 yuan) x5 −
Volume of industrial waste water discharged per unit of GDP
(ton/10,000 yuan) x6

−

Volume of industrial waste emission of unit GDP (m3/10,000 yuan) x7 −
Built-up area (sq.km) x8 −
Urban construction land-use area (sq.km) x9 −
Population density (person/sq.km) x10 −

State

Percent of air quality days (%) x11 +
Per capita water resource (m3/person) x12 +
Green area coverage rate in developed area (%) x13 +
Proportion of the added value of tertiary industry in GDP (%) x14 +
Per capita green park land (m2/person) x15 +
Customer price index x16 −
Area of natural reserves (10,000 hectare) x17 +
Per capita cultivated area (mu/person) x18 +

Impact

Income of urban households (yuan) x19 +
Per capita total retail sales of consumer goods (yuan/person) x20 +
Rate of unemployment (%) x21 −
Household saving deposits (100 million yuan) x22 +
Total floor space of dilapidated buildings at year-end (10,000 sq.m) x23 −
Per capita floor space of residential buildings (sq.m/person) x24 −
Output of grain (ton) x25 +

Response

Number of students in higher education (person) x26 +
Environmental protection expenditure (10,000 yuan) x27 +
Public budget expenditure (10, 000 yuan)x28 +
Ratio of waste water treatment by sewage disposal (%) x29 +
Percentage of solid wastes utilized (%) x30 +
Number of beds per 104 persons (bed) x31 +
Number of mobile telephone users at the year-end
(10,000 subscribers) x32

+

Number of internet users (10,000 subscribers) x33 +

2.3. The Entropy Method

This study applies the entropy method to calculate the weight of these indicators, which can
minimize and avoid the subjective factors and some objective limitations, and then evaluates the
adaptive capacity to climate change through the weighted sum method. The concept of entropy was
originally derived from the thermodynamics concept in physics, mainly reflecting the degree of chaos
of the system, which has been widely used in the field of sustainable development evaluation and
socio-economic research [72–74]. According to information theory, entropy is a measurement of the
disorderly degree of a system, and information is a measurement of ordering. In the index data
matrix X, the greater the degree of discretization of the data, the smaller the information entropy,
the greater the amount of information it provides, and the greater the impact of the index has on the
comprehensive evaluation, and hence its weight should be greater, and vice versa. The main steps are
as follows:

Normalization of data: when the larger the index value the more favorable the system,

the calculation method of a positive index value is adopted: X′ij =
Xij−min{Xj}

max{Xj}−min{Xj} ; when the

smaller the index value the more favorable the system, the calculation method of a negative index

value is adopted: X′ij =
max{Xij}−Xij

max{Xj}−min{Xj} .

Calculate the weight of the item j of year i : Yij = X′ij/ ∑ X′ij.

Calculate index’s information entropy: ej = −k ∑m
i=1

(
Yij × ln Yij

)
, k = 1

ln m ,0� ei � 1.
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Calculate the information entropy redundancy: dj = 1− ej
The weight of index: wi = di/ ∑n

j=1 dj
The mark of each index: Sij = wi × Xij
The overall mark of the year i: Si = ∑n

j Sij

In the formula: Xij represents the value of the item j of year i, min
{

Xj
}

and max
{

Xj
}

indicate the
maximum and minimum value of item j among all years, respectively, of which m as the number of
years to be evaluated, n as the number of indexes to be evaluated.

2.4. Grey Relational Analysis (GRA)

Grey relational analysis (GRA) was developed to analyze the dynamic trend of a system
development created by Deng. As one of the most widely used models of grey system theory, it focuses
on “the partial information is known, and the partial information is unknown”, “small sample and
poor information” uncertainty system [75]. Its advantage is the quantitative comparison analysis of
influence factors in the system’s dynamic development trend [76]. GRA has been applied to many
research fields such as ecology, economy and environment etc. [45–47]. Due to the latent nature of
adaptive capacity and its dynamic characteristic, it is rational to apply GRA to analyze the urban
adaptive capacity to climate change. The calculation steps are as follows:

(1) Select the optimum value from the sample and construct the reference sequence:

x0 = {x0(k)|k = 1, 2, . . . n} = (x0(1), x0(2) . . . , x0(n))

The compared sequence is,

xi = {xi(k)|k = 1, 2, . . . n} = (xi(1), xi(2) . . . , xi(n)), i = 1, 2 . . . , m

(2) Then the formula of the grey relational grade for the compared series xi in terms of weight wk is
as follows,

ri =
n

∑
k=1

ξi(k)× wk

In which, wk is the k-th weight of ξ0i = ξ(x0(k), xi(k)) and

ξ(x0(k), xi(k)) =
mini,k|x0(k)− xi(k)|+ ρmaxi,k|x0(k)− xi(k)|
|x0(k)− xi(k)|+ ρmaxi,k|x0(k)− xi(k)|

The grey relational grades of the different compared series provide a ranking of the alternatives,
in which a higher value determines a better alternative. According to the grey relational grade,
the development of urban adaptive capacity was divided into four classes (Table 3).

Table 3. Classification criteria of UAC.

No Scoring Standard Types

1 0–0.60 High maladaptation
2 0.60–0.70 Slight adaptation
3 0.70–0.85 Favorable adaptation
4 0.85–1 High adaptation
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3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Results of the Level of Influenced Factors

Following the steps of the entropy method, the weight of each indictor was calculated by Excel.
Based on the calculated results, the weight of the five first-grade indicators was obtained by summing
secondary indexes, respectively. As shown in Table 4, the top four indicators that had a significant effect
on UAC were volume of industrial waste water discharged of unit GDP (x6), year-end total floor Space
of dangerous uses (x23), expenditure on environmental protection (x27), and public budget expenditure
(x28). All told, these indicators accounted for 52% of the total impact. In general, the Response
dimension was the most important factor influencing the overall level of adaptive capacity, accounting
for 38% of the total impact, and was accordingly the most important factor influencing development of
the UAC. It was followed by the Impact dimension, the Pressure dimension, the State dimension and
the Driver dimension.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the comprehensive level of Driver factors increased slowly from 2006
to 2013, with an upward trend from 2013 to 2014, then fluctuated a little in 2015. It was found that
the percentage of the rate of GDP growth in the Driver dimension is decreasing while the population
growth shows an increasing trend, which reflects that the issue of population deserves more attention.
The overall level of Pressure showed an increasing trend from 2006 to 2015. It reached the maximum
value (0.147) in 2015. The volume of industrial waste water discharged per unit GDP has the most effect
on the level of the Pressure factor, followed by the volume of industrial waste emission discharged
per unit GDP. The proportion of built-up area and construction land-use area decreased slowly over
the period 2006 to 2015. Unlike other factors, the State dimension remained relatively constant first,
then increased, and decreased rapidly from 2006 to 2015. Two factors (per capita water volume and area
of natural conservation) made a major contribution to enhance the state, followed by the percentage air
quality days. The level of impact fluctuated largely from 2006 to 2015 in Changsha. The highest value
was 0.312 in 2015 (Figure 5). Year-end total floor space of dangerous uses has significant influence on
the impact dimension. It can be observed that the trend of Response was fairly consistent with the
level of urban adaptive capacity during 2006 to 2015. Public budget expenditure and environmental
protection expenditure take larger proportions of the Response dimension.
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Table 4. Weights of indexes of the urban system based on DPSIR model.

Dimension Weight Indicator Weight Dimension Weight Indicator Weight

Diver 0.036
x1 0.027

Impact 0.332

x19 0.032
x2 0.002 x20 0.05
x3 0.007 x21 0.003

Pressure 0.17

x4 0.015 x22 0.052
x5 0.013 x23 0.183
x6 0.08 x24 0.012
x7 0.033 x25 7.81 × 10ˆ5

x8 0.011

Response

0.381

x26 0.002
x9 0.014 x27 0.177
x10 0.0001 x28 0.08

State 0.087

x11 0.008 x29 0.024
x12 0.011 x30 0.0006
x13 0.0003 x31 0.019
x14 0.002 x32 0.031
x15 0.004 x33 0.032
x16 0.0001
x17 0.061
x18 0.0002

As illustrated in Figure 5, the comprehensive level of Driver factors increased slowly from 2006
to 2013, with an upward trend from 2013 to 2014, then fluctuated a little in 2015. It was found that
the percentage of the rate of GDP growth in the Driver dimension is decreasing while the population
growth shows an increasing trend, which reflects that the issue of population deserves more attention.
The overall level of Pressure showed an increasing trend from 2006 to 2015. It reached the maximum
value (0.147) in 2015. The volume of industrial waste water discharged per unit GDP has the most effect
on the level of the Pressure factor, followed by the volume of industrial waste emission discharged per
unit GDP. The proportion of built-up area and construction land-use area decreased slowly over the
period 2006 to 2015. Unlike other factors, the State dimension remained relatively constant first, then
increased, and decreased rapidly from 2006 to 2015. Two factors (per capita water volume and area of
natural conservation) made a major contribution to enhance the state, followed by the percentage air
quality days. The level of impact fluctuated largely from 2006 to 2015 in Changsha. The highest value
was 0.312 in 2015 (Figure 5). Year-end total floor space of dangerous uses has significant influence on
the impact dimension. It can be observed that the trend of Response was fairly consistent with the
level of urban adaptive capacity during 2006 to 2015. Public budget expenditure and environmental
protection expenditure take larger proportions of the Response dimension.

3.2. Results of Overall level of UAC

The results showed that Changsha city had made an improvement in enhancing its urban adaptive
capacity. The overall level of UAC presented a growing trend from 2006 to 2015 in Changsha (Figure 6).
The highest value was 0.829 in 2014 and the lowest was 0.402 in 2006. This increased smoothly from
2005 to 2008. The level jumped from 2008 to 2009, then it showed a levelling off. It peaked in 2014
and then experienced a slight fluctuation in 2015. In recent years, the Changsha government has
constantly promoted the city’s economic transformation and environmental protection. The local
government has been making great efforts to make the urban economy more climate-friendly and
less energy-consuming. By vigorously developing modern service industry and high-tech industry
as well as new strategic industry, the economic structure evolved from “dominance of one industry”
to “multipolar development”. For instance, as the “green engine” for the economic development
and urban construction in “Two-Oriented” cities, tourism is paid more attention in urban green
development, which has inherent advantages in economic restructuring and upgrading. According to
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the IPCC, transformations in economic, social, technological and political decisions and actions can
enhance adaptation and promote sustainable development [2]. In particular, after its establishment
as a “Two-Oriented” society in 2007, the city has pledged to continue improving its urban and rural
environment. Many green public spaces and municipal facilities have been created. At the same time,
achievements have been made in terms of promoting clean energy, developing green transportation,
and scientific waste treatment.

Based on the grades of grey relational analysis (Table 5), the development of UAC can be divided
into three stages: in the first period (2006~2009), the value increased from 0.40 to 0.56. Despite its high
maladaptation, it showed a distinct uptrend during 2008 to 2009, with the inflection point occurring in
2008 (Figure 5). Since its approval as a “Two-Oriented” pilot zone at the end of 2007, a number of projects
focused on people’s wellbeing and environmental protection have been launched. In 2008, substantial
investment was committed to urban infrastructure projects, up to 12.25 billion yuan. A number of
projects integrated with municipal and tourism functions were launched, such as “one island plus two
riverbanks “, Yuelu Mountain scenic protection–promotion project, and the riverside scenery belt. On the
one hand, this contributed to the improvement of the destination’s image and environment, which could
potentially attract more visitors and investors, resulting in the growth of the economy. On the other hand,
it improved public wellbeing by making the city more livable, which could foster social cohesion and
induce pro-environmental behavior. The integration and interrelation of economic–social–environmental
sub-systems are considered to enhance sustainable development [77]. As a result, urban comprehensive
carrying capacity was further upgraded. Nevertheless, as these measures were still in their early
stages, the city experienced great difficulty coping with climate risks efficiently, such as the ice disaster
in 2008. The second period (2010~2013): the UAC developed smoothly and steadily in these four
years. In 2011, the integration of urban comprehensive services and landscape scenery was further
emphasized in the process of revising the “Master Plan”. Along with the previous efforts, the city finally
reached the stage of slight adaptation. A great endeavor was made to ensure and boost civil welfare.
The initiative of the transit metropolis was launched to enhance both transportation and environmental
conditions. The development of the demonstration plot with a public cultural service system was
considered among the Top 2 in China. The third period (2014~2015): the level of urban adaptive capacity
was above 0.8 between 2014 and 2015, with a slight fluctuation. It was at the situation of favorable
adaptation. According to the China Sustainable Cities Report 2016, Changsha was ranked 13th by the
Urban Ecological Input Index among 35 large and medium-sized cities in China. Changsha also was
identified as one of the most sustainable cities in China [78].Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 16 
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Table 5. The type of UAC in Changsha.

Year UAC Types Year UAC Types

2006 0.402 High maladaptation 2011 0.651 Slight adaptation
2007 0.421 High maladaptation 2012 0.663 Slight adaptation
2008 0.428 High maladaptation 2013 0.673 Slight adaptation
2009 0.567 High maladaptation 2014 0.829 Favorable adaptation
2010 0.602 Slight adaptation 2015 0.826 Favorable adaptation

3.3. Discussion

Compared with previous studies, this integrated approach has proposed an effective way to assess
the degree of urban adaptive capacity in China. The construction of an index system is important for
UAC evaluation. In previous studies [32–34,36], most indicators were simply constructed either in
terms of social, economic or physical dimensions etc., or in terms of some abstract concept that is hard
to contextualize or collect data about. The application of the DPSIR model to assess the sustainability
of development initiatives reproduces problematic hierarchies and power relations at least partially
responsible for project failures and other troubling outcomes of development efforts [54]. Based on the
DPSIR model, this study developed critical indexes, which are closely associated with the special goals
of urban sustainability in the context of climate change and urbanization, with effective references to
future research. The level of the urban adaptive capacity was analyzed by grey relational analysis,
which can overcome some practical and unavoidable barriers. The weight for each indicator was
calculated by the entropy method, which offers a higher level of objectiveness and credibility.

This paper assessed the dynamic change in the level of UAC in the case study. The level of UAC
increased from 0.402 in 2006 to 0.826 in 2015, growing by about 100%. The UAC evolved from high
maladaptation to favorable adaptation. This reveals that the city has made great improvements in
building its UAC. Many influencing factors have contributed to this. Among these, the Response factor
has played a key role in this transformation, with an increase from 0.134 to 0.312 between 2006 and
2015. According to the analysis of the determinants, a total of four indicators have had great impact on
the UAC in relation to water, households and wealth. Hence, these issues should be given priority in
research. Water availability and quality are becoming an increasing focus in China. The river chief system
and Sponge City concepts have been introduced to increase the water sector’s resilience. The household
is the basic unit in urban areas. The housing situation not only represents the physical capacity to cope
with climate change, but also reflects equality in the city, which is regarded as a positive factor. Due to
historical reasons and socio-economic development, shantytown renovation remains a long and uphill
journey. Wealth here mainly means the investment in public welfare. Economic development can surely
lay a solid foundation for climate adaptation. By adopting “techno-organizational reorganization and
policy support” the desirable changes could be achievable [79].

4. Conclusions

This paper used an integrated approach for evaluating the UAC in the context of climate change.
It developed the evaluation index system of urban adaptive capacity based on the DPSIR model,
and adopted the grey relational analysis (GRA) and entropy methods to analyze the adaptive capacity
level of Changsha in Hunan Province from 2006 to 2015. By combining the DPSIR model, GRA and
entropy methods, the application to the case study of Changsha has proven an effective approach for
evaluating the level of UAC. The main findings of the adaptive capacity evaluation for Changsha may
help us to understand the development of UAC in the city. The UAC showed a significant increase
from 2006 to 2015, and the Response factor has had the greatest influence on the improvement of UAC.
The study may provide suggestions for adaptive capacity building and sustainable development in
other urban areas.
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There are also limitations in this research. First, the evaluation index of the UAC may not reflect
the real situation completely due to the limitations of accessing related data. It also needs to test
its validity and practicability in other cities in China. Second, the evaluation index may need to be
updated after a period of time since the development of UAC was subjected to a complicated evolution.
Third, an urban agglomeration-level investigation may assist in a better understanding of the city’s
adaptive capacity in relation to other inter-linked urban systems. Since Changsha is identified as a
part of the Chang–Zhu–Tan urban group, it interacts with other urban systems constantly. It makes
sense to explore this urban adaptive capacity coordination relationship at this important scale.
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